
KAYA SLIDING SCREEN

MARKER SURFACE - VERTICAL SPACE DIVISION

Feature:  , 

Lead Time: 4 weeks

Made In: USA

Made In: 

DESCRIPTION/FEATURES User control over privacy and space division are incredibly important

design attributes within the modern workplace. Kaya freestanding

Screens, can be positioned quickly and easily to define and divide

space in real-time. With a unique design, Kaya Screens reduce

acoustic and visual distractions, while providing access to natural

lighting. Designed to be universal, Kaya Screens compliment a wide

range of environments without compromising  functionality or

performance. 

Features + Benefits:

* highest quality P.E.T. - an ideal material for reducing ambient noise

and sound within highly interactive environments.

* toolless assembly

* lightweight design encourages users to quickly and easily

reconfigure to support varying degrees of visual privacy

* acrylic inserts provide access to natural lighting

DESIGNED BY Paul James

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 47.5"w x 108"h

FINISHES * Highest quality P.E.T. - choose from 24 colors
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* Dry Erase (Writable only)

* Arcylic - Clear or Frosted (Grille only)

OPTIONS The  Kaya Sliding Screen is available in Plain (A), Writable (B) and

Grille (C). 

Writable is supplied with a Matt Magnet Receptive Dry Erase panel.

Grille is available in 2 acrylic options.

P.E.T. Colors - see swatches

Acrylic  - Clear (C), Frosted (F)

SUITABLE FOR Indoor only

LEADTIME 4 weeks

WARRANTY 5 years. See FAQ's for full warranty.

ASSEMBLY Ships knock down.

Assembly required.

CUSTOMIZABLE Get in touch to chat through your project requirements.

ADDITIONAL INFO For REVIT and CAD files, create an account / log in and go to the

product DOWNLOADS tab

HOW TO SPECIFY 1. P.E.T. Color

2. Style - Plain (A), Writable (B) , Grille (C)

3. Acrylic finish (Grille only)

CODES FKS48108A, FKS48108B, FKS48108C 

Then add to the end of the model number:

- Insert Layout (A = PLAIN, B = WRITABLE, C = GRILLE)

- Acrylic Finish 

- P.E.T. Color

Example: FKS48108BCT = a Kaya Sliding Screen with writable

 

https://funcconnect.com/finishes/
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section in Cadet 

(For clear acrylic add a "C" to the end of the model number prior to

the Color Code. For Frosted add a "F")

CARE INSTRUCTIONS Vacuum regularly to remove dust.

For stains:

1. Blot excess spills from material quickly as possible. Wipe with a

damp cloth.

2. If stain persists, a mild soapy water mixture and damp cloth can

be used to rub the stain.

3. If stain still persists, use a polyester carpet shampoo cleaner

mixed with water, a damp cloth and apply to the affected area (or as

per manufacturer’s instructions). Blot well after each application.

Infection Control:

If there is a need for infection control, bleach can be used in

accordance with CDC Cleaning and Disinfection instructions. The

solution ratio should be 5 tablespoons of bleach to 1 Gallon of water

or 4 teaspoons of bleach per quart of water. Spray apply the solution

as a mist and then wipe off the surface moisture to help spread the

bleach solution

Always try these methods in an inconspicuous place on the product

prior to trying on a visible area.

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 100% recyclable

 




